A long standing problem in probability theory has been to find necessary and sufficient conditions on the distribution function of X k in order that n~lS n converge almost surely to plus infinity. The purpose of this paper is to exhibit such conditions. 
n-l PROOF OF THE LEMMA. We first show that (a) implies (b). Suppose there exists an a>0 such that X)w~" 1 i ? (5 n <aw) = oo. Let
&-i
Then X)w~1P(r n >0) = oo, and, by a theorem of Spitzer [2] it follows that lim sup T n = oo a.s. However, lim n~lS n = °° a.s. certainly implies that lim sup T n = -oo a.s. By means of a well-known inversion formula, we have that 
